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0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the deliverable D8.1: Communication and Dissemination Plan of the Europeanproject HESTIA Holistic dEmand response Services for European residenTIal communities.
This document presents the HESTIA Communication and Dissemination Plan, a document whichobjective is to
serve a reference and a guideline for the project activities and actions, target audiences, key messages, tools
and channels to be used by project partners throughout the whole project life.
The document outlines the strategy, activities, and tools with which the project will carry out an effective
communication and dissemination activity in order to maximize its impact, promote the use and awareness of
demand response programmes and services, the benefits of HESTIA advances in energy management and smart
grid efficiency and flexibility in residential areas, the role and importance of user engagement and finally,
ensure the largest possible replicability and futureexploitation of these results.
The current document will outline WHAT will be done during the project, WHY, HOW, WHERE, WHOand WHEN, thanks
to an implementation roadmap that will gather all the different actions and elements to be produced and executed. The
proposed actions, schedules and information collected here, will be subject to modification and improvement by the
consortium partners and will be subject to successive updates throughout the life of the project. This is why the project
envisages a regular review and update of the document in each periodic reporting period.
This document is based on the terms and conditions established in the Grant Agreement and its Annexes, as well as on
the Consortium Agreement specifications and requirements.
The target audience is consortium members, EU officials and project reviewers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

HESTIA Project Description

In many EU countries, the concept of Demand Response (DR) is still mostly reserved for large individual facilities in the
commercial and industrial sectors, while clearly leaving behind the considerable demandflexibility potential and millions of
distributed energy assets existing in the residential sector. On top ofthis, recent studies have shown that the consumer
engagement potential for DR in the residential sector is far from tapped. Studies revealed that the behavioural
interventions could lead to varyinglevels of the residential energy use and demand reduction.
HESTIA aims to provide a cost-effective solution for the next-generation DR services which will leverage the consumer
engagement, energy and non-energy services, while dealing with both energy supply and demand side in a holistic manner.
HESTIA intends to engage with residential consumers and sharing and grid balancing, in order to enable residential DR services
through:
(i) exploitation of energy demand flexibility by engaging the consumers in demand-side

management activities, and
(ii) valorisation of energy efficiency in multi-carrier energy dispatching and optimal operationof building

systems.
HESTIA will exploit the consumer engagement as part of cooperative DR strategy at the community level, i.e., clusters
of individual consumers and prosumers. To motivate the consumers to activelyparticipate, HESTIA will leverage the
financial, environmental and social drivers, while cross-fertilizing them to maximize the impact. HESTIA will involve the
residents in the designing of the solutions through participatory co-design processes. HESTIA will create community
engagement methodology and organisational tools with a high acceptance, that can be replicated and provide the
correspondingtailored toolsets for a broader rollout. HESTIA will exploit the aggregated energy resource flexibility at the
demand-side, in terms of cumulative energy consumption, distributed energy generation and storage, to better
manage the disparity between energy demand, RES availability and grid requirements. User-personalized services
will be delivered via a fully service-oriented, flexible ICTplatform, underpinned by agent-based concepts, consumer
digital twin and non-intrusive data analytics. Thus, HESTIA will set the foundation for an open marketplace and a new grid
reality, while steering consumer engagement according to the grid requirements and promoting RES and sustainable
behaviour.
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1.2.

Work Package 8 and specific objectives

The Work package 8 and the Communication and Dissemination Plan presented here aims at creatingwide awareness
about the HESTIA technology and services, delivering a significant amount of public
value and communicating project results in a stakeholder-oriented approach. Clearly, there is significant crossfertilization among dissemination and exploitation activities, and for this,dissemination has been conceived to closely
collaborate with the exploitation activities within Work Package 7 “Validation, social considerations and exploitation”. The
activities to be undertaken aim to deliver a wider societal message about HESTIA as part of its dissemination
and communication
strategy. Also, a relevant part of this strategy, is to establishing cooperation and clustering with other projects that
elaborate cross-cutting issues and challenges of DR services from grid-perspective whichundoubtedly will imply many efforts
from a communication and dissemination perspective.
The following are the specific objectives of HESTIA Communication and Dissemination Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a framework for the design, management and monitoring of all Communication tools and actions, as well as
the dissemination of project results.
Activate the above tools and leverage on the above actions as a methodology to engage end- user and allow building
and promoting a community approach around the HESTIA platform and solutions.
Serve as a guideline for the project and the partners when communicating and disseminating their work.
Foster and promote the cooperation and clustering with projects for joint research work associated with crosscutting issues (e.g., with projects funded under LC-SC3-ES-5 topic).
Organization and participation at domain methodology workshops, e-seminars and also participation in any
other relevant events that can bring visibility and promotion of the HESTIA activities.
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2. COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
2.1.

Communication & Dissemination Strategy

One of the goals of HESTIA is to raise awareness and establish a vibrant community of interest inthe project, as
well as to sustain exploitable results after the end of the project. Effective communication and dissemination are
seen as the basis for the creation of a critical mass that willassure the engagement of enough stakeholders serving as
champions and early adopters of HESTIA exploitable results. This is why the project strategy will concentrate not only on
identifying the rightstakeholders and target audiences, but also define the right sets of materials and channels
to maximize the project impact.
Communication and Dissemination are key aspects to maximise the HESTIA impact as they allow abetter exploitation
of results by:
• Enhancing user involvement and thus ensuring more rapid market uptake of the HESTIAtechnological
solutions,
• Boosting opportunities for better collaboration between European grid stakeholders, energyservice providers
and aggregators,
• Boosting opportunities for new markets in short and medium terms,
• Ensuring the accessibility and reusability of data produced during the project and thus widespreading adoption
of innovative energy services for residents.
• While the dissemination activities mainly focus on transferring HESTIA knowledge and ensuring the availability and
use of HESTIA results in research and industry, the communication activities aim at informing about and promoting
both the HESTIA project and proposed approaches asbeneficial for society at large.
HESTIA will engage in the presentation of the project and its results as they become available at thematic industrial
events, workshops, journals and conferences in energy domain and relevant fields. It will also contribute, upon invitation by
the INEA, to common information and dissemination activities to increase the visibility and synergies between H2020
supported actions, and specifically seekinginspiration and adopting methodologies thanks to the collaboration and links to
be created with projectsunder the BRIDGE initiative. It will also ensure standardization alignment and support in many
communication and dissemination actions and procedures. Another relevant element to achieve visibility is to set up and
maintain a project’s web portal, which will operate as a one-stop shop for the community of interest and it will provide
access to internal and external resources.
The communication and dissemination approach will incrementally be built in phases:
A 1st AWARENESS CREATING PHASE, which will cover moderate actions targeting project awareness(web site, social
media, brochures, press releases). A 2nd COMMUNITY CREATION PHASE, which aimsto create user groups and trigger
the energy domain community. And a 3rd DISSEMINATION OFRESULTS PHASE, which will ensure that HESTIA results
achieved (in the platform integration and open market set up) are widely known to all stakeholders including public
authorities.

Evaluation of risks and mitigation countermeasures
The regular follow-up and evaluation of the project strategy and its actions, will also allow to monitor possible risks, like for
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example low visibility or low participation in project events. This will activate a review and update process in order to
mitigate its effects with corrective measures, thanks to theprofile, networks and expertise of the project partners as well
as the resources already planned and available. Other external factor like the COVID pandemic situation is also being
considered, this is whythe plan will focus on this specific issue and its evolution. Further explanation on this risk assessment
and adaptative strategy measures is outlined at the end of this document.

2.1.1. Communication Team & Management
The project has defined a Communication Manager (CM) which will be monitoring and ensuring that communication and
dissemination activities will be carried out appropriately and according with the description of work. In order to successfully
achieve the objectives, set within the Communication and Dissemination strategy, HESTIA requires a collaborative effort
from all 19 consortium partners, which have an important role to play in WP8.
A Project Communications Teams has been organized with representatives from each project partner, in order to be
informed, participate and contribute according to their responsibilities. The CM from CLDIas WP8 leader, will establish the
processes and mechanisms to ensure that outcome-oriented outreach across partner networks is maximized and that
best practices of partner organisations are captured. MSc. Joan Puate Puy (M) from CLDI will be CM.
The following table shows the key people appointed within each partner structure in order to participate in the
communication and dissemination meetings and activities.

List of members of the HESTIA Communication Team
No.
1

Name

Partner
SNL

Surname

Emails

Alessandra

Montanelli

Alessandra.Montanelli@sinloc.com

Marina

Mazzanti

Marina.Mazzanti@sinloc.com

Giulia

Nicoletto

Giulia.Nicoletto@sinloc.com

2

AXPO

Laura

Merlo

laura.merlo@axpo.com

3

EDF

Mathieu

Schumann

mathieu.schumann@edf.fr

4

AIT

Filip

Pröstl Andren

Filip.Proestl-Andren@ait.ac.at

Thomas

Strasser

Thomas.Strasser@ait.ac.at

Milos

Sipetic

Milos.Sipetic@ait.ac.at

Fabio Maria

Aprà

fabio.apra@r2msolution.com

Laura

Perez

laura.perez@r2msolution.com

ENE

Jaune

Vaitkevičiūtė

jaune.vaitkeviciute@energies2050.org

ENE

Stephane

Pouffary

stephane.pouffary@energies2050.org

ENE

Generic

Address

hestia@energies2050.org

7

MTU

Martin

Klepal

martin.klepal@cit.ie

8

AAU

Toke Haunstrup

Christensen

thc@build.aau.dk

AAU

Aggeliki

Aggeli

agag@build.aau.dk

9

ILECO

Attila

Balint

attila.balint@ileco.energy

10

DW

Sylvia

Breukers

sylvia.breukers@duneworks.nl

Martin

Boekelo

marten.boekelo@duneworks.nl

Adrian

Harthoorn

a.harthoorn@plusleven.nl

5

R2M

6

11

4YEF
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12

IMP

Lazar

Berbakov

lazar.berbakov@pupin.rs

Nikola

Tomasevic

nikola.tomasevic@pupin.rs

13

ALB

Michel

Meunier

michel@albedo-energie.fr

14

CPS

Eva

Pineau

Eva.PINEAU@paris-saclay.com

15

GRB

Marta

Arniani

marta@futuribile.org

16

MID

Matteo

Cavalletti

matteo.cavalletti@midacbatteries.com

17

DEV

Mohammed

Seifu Kemal

msk@develcoproducts.com

18

EIM

Angel

Font

a.font@eimassociation.org

Generic

Address

research@eimassociation.org

Christian

Moscardi

christian.moscardi@clusterdigital.cat

Joan

Puaté

joan.puate@clusterdigital.cat

19

CLDI

Table 2.1 – List of appointed members of the HESTIA Communications Team

A final aspect to be mentioned is that the CLDI has been appointed as the contact to be involved in the communication
discussions or working groups in the BRIDGE Initiative. This way HESTIA as a whole will be able to share knowledge and
experiences in regard to Communication and Dissemination of projects aligned within the same topics, also to learn from
failure and success of other already ongoingH2020 projects.

Team Management
The communication team will meet online regularly, in order to participate, be informed, monitor and contribute to the
generation of content, coordinate collaborative and individual actions, organizeparticipation at different internal and
external events and basically to shared and contribute with content or facts that are interesting for project
communication purposes. Some of these meetings may coincide with general assemblies organized by the project
coordinator, where the scope will be also to present current actions and gather feedback from the whole consortium in order
to implement new ideas, changes, corrections and improvements. Each Team member will be responsible for transferring
the content, information, measures and planned actions decided within each meeting, as well as organizing or
distributing the communication tasks undertaken within their teams, as well as properly translating the work carried out
within their activities into communicable content to be used by the project. The following table shows a schedule of the
initially planned meetings, which will be organizedin a bi-monthly/quarterly basis, and that will be shared with partners via
google calendar or Microsoft outlook.

Table 2.2 – Schedule of meeting planned for the Communications team

Additionally, through the project’s SharePoint, WP leader will gather all project key communicationdocuments (logo,
templates, articles…), which is accessible to all partners. These meeting will berecorded to facilitate the production
of ‘minutes’ document and avoid confusions (thanks to the services already supplied within the most common online
platforms for video calling or conferencing.
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2.1.2. Hestia Target Audiences
HESTIA aims at reaching out the EU society as a whole. The challenges and goals described within the project proposal might
be foreseen, planned, implemented, tested in the three selected pilot sites, but theprofile of agents identified and the goals in
order to validate the HESTIA platform as a replicable solution, represents sending a message to all EU citizens as potential users
in many levels.
All partners will also use synergies in their own networks and target all relevant stakeholders at regional, national, EU and
international levels, in particular main multipliers – i.e., stakeholders capable of highlymultiplying the partners’ efforts – and
also Horizon 2020 projects that could be integrated into theclustering activities. HESTIA will also aim to make an outreach to
educational and research establishments. The most outstanding stakeholders targeted are:
•

Energy Service Companies (ESCOs): Many ESCOs companies provide energy services to residential
communities. They are mainly interested in methodologies and solutions to better manage the energy consumption
and associated contracts. HESTIA contributes to DSM (i.e.,flattening the load profile), owing to the better energy
management of energy assets, and lower costs of customer efficiency programs.

•

Technology providers of renewable energy generation and storage units, control and management
elements, EMS/BMS/SCADA systems, etc. HESTIA platform extends the functionalities of their products or
allows the effective integration of their products with other vendors’ and existing energyinfrastructure.

•

Energy utilities (single or multiple energy-carrier): Energy utilities are one of the channels forcommercialization
of HESTIA results through collaboration agreements with ESCOs. The HESTIA platform will also be able to integrate
(via Open API concept) data coming from energy utilities’ data services to increase the exploitation of renewable
energy and satisfaction of the customers.

•

Distribution System Operators (DSOs): In this context, the regional and local distribution systemoperators could
be interested in HESTIA solution for the same reasons as in case of the energy utilities.

•

Governments & policy makers: The results coming from HESTIA project can have great impact on energy
consumption and emissions reduction. Particularly, EU governments and policy makers will have a great deal of
interest in maximizing the penetration of the HESTIA results to achieve the ambitious EU2020 and even 2050 goals
for energy consumption and emissions reduction.

•

Residential communities & municipalities: As end customers, these include large amount of housing and
buildings of different size and purpose and, as public entities, they are particularly keen to minimize the normally
scarce resources they must allocate and make economic savings in return. As policy makers, they are entitled to
create and use different regulations and standards for use within their jurisdiction that will improve energy
efficiency.

•

Architects & civil engineers: District/building infrastructural architects could be interested inHESTIA results and
services or its better integration in the building planning/design phase.Planners of RES based infrastructures
will be able to capitalize on benefits that HESTIA couldenable on top of suchinfrastructures.

In order to gather the most accurate information about HESTIA target audiences, HESTIA will conducta stakeholder mapping
and produce an online excel-based database which will be build thanks to the contribution from all partners. These databases
will be stored within the project’s SharePoint, will be accessible by all partners, and will serve as a tool to network and
collaborate with stakeholders and also to evaluate to which extend, we can involve them in the project activities. The database
will allow gathering specific information that will allow task leaders to explain what kind of relevance or importance that
stakeholder represents for the project, track status of communication exchange, the objectives to be achieved, scheduling next
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steps and actions to be conducted, and define the channelsto be used at international, national and local level. Enriching
the database of contacts is a crucial activity in order to build and strengthen the HESTIA network. This database will be

monitored, reviewedand updated constantly.
Table 2.3 – Screenshot for the Stakeholders Database

Besides helping to reach out to the project’s potential end-users and further target audiences fordissemination and
exploitation described before, the communication activities will also target audiences beyond the project’s own
community, who could be interested in knowing more about the HESTIA benefits for everyday life and the proposed solutions
to fundamental societal challenges:
•

NGOs, associations and other interest groups willing to showcase HESTIA solutions as best practices.

•

Public services wishing to sensitize their communities.

•

Citizens principally from EU, with attention paid to children and young adults as future policy influencers.

•

Potential future customers for the HESTIA exploitable results.

•

Local/regional authorities from the EU and not specifically linked to the project topics, suchas city mayors or
economic development agencies.
General printed/online media representatives (non-scientific, non-industrial), both at regional/national and
EU/international level, thus in English but also in the languages of the consortium countries.

•

2.1.3. Key Messages
Communication has been evolved from Latin language 'Communis’ and ‘communicare'. Communis meanscommon, community
or sharing. Considering HESTIA as a project targeting many different types ofaudiences, working in residential areas, dwelling
and households, which is trying to create a community and engage users in cooperative and co-creative processes, it is
necessary to stress the importance ofdeveloping aligned messages in all aspects of the work carried in HESTIA.
Communication aims to inform about and promote the project and its results, conveying research in anon-technical
way in order to raise awareness among a broader audience about the challenges HESTIA addresses. Particular attention will
be paid to addressing the public-policy perspective of EU funding for research and innovation by conveying key messages such
as how HESTIA is:
•

Achieving better results through cooperation between organisations based in differentcountries.

•

Showing scientific excellence paving the way towards more sustainability in the energydomain.

•

Contributing to the competitiveness of the EU and thus, job preservation and creation.
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•

Helping to meet societal challenges, with a focus on the project’s impact on environmental
aspects.

HESTIA messages will be generated in parallel to the project execution and based on the differentphases presented in
section 2.1. Therefore, the communication team will produce the content according to challenges to be faced, the goals
and objectives defined, and the activities and actions developed. Each event and milestone will be an opportunity to
communicate and highlight the project evolution, and help building and strengthening the community around HESTIA and
putting in value thework carried out.
It is worth mentioning that many WPs address technical concepts and activities (development,integration,
testing and validation) and others non-technical aspects (environmental, social, ethicaland economical aspects), and
all of them are relevant for the dissemination of results and future exploitation of the HESTIA developed solutions.
The messages developed in HESTIA will be instrumented in different ways, formats and methodologies. This includes
physical and verbal communication via website and social media channels, online and printed material, documents,
deliverables, news, posts, storytelling motion graphics, pictures and networking activities. All these instruments are
presented in the following sections.

2.2.

Communication and Dissemination Roadmap

The roadmap presented here will efficiently schedule, monitor, and assess the dissemination and communication
activities throughout the project. The roadmap is a detailed timeline of the planned actions and activities to be executed
during the 36 months duration of the project as well as planning actions within a post-project strategy. It is a graphical
explanation of:
•

The communication and dissemination actions and activities

•
•
•

The elaboration and launch of the different communication materials and channels
The planning, participation and promotion of internal and external key events
Offer an overview of the project timely resources and how they will be used

The Roadmap is based on the Communication and Dissemination strategy, and is an important tool to efficiently
schedule, monitor and assess the communication and dissemination activities throughout the project, while staying flexible
enough to adapt to the project’s developments. It represents a guidance of all the different materials, tools, actions and
activities presented in this plan and for all partners to know WHAT is done, WHEN and HOW. It is deposited within the
project SharePoint and animage of its current version is presented below:
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Figure 2.4 – Communication Roadmap graphical representation

The roadmap presented here, is easily explained in a graphical way, as it includes all the planned actionsand activities, the
estimated date and duration, as well as taking into consideration the specific target audiences as well as the partners
responsible. It will be a living document involving all partners, with updated deliverables along with the project’s periodic
and final reports, detailing the communication activities implemented (including the audiences reached) and also those still
upcoming.
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3. HESTIA COMMUNICATION
Communication strategic and targeted measures aim to inform and reach out society about the project and its results,
conveying research in a non-technical way in order to raise awareness among project stakeholders. Communication also
intends to reach a broader audience beyond the project’s owncommunity. Particular attention will be paid to addressing
the public-policy perspective of EU funding for research and innovation by conveying key messages such as how HESTIA is:
• Achieving better results through cooperation between organisations based in different countries
• showing scientific excellence paving the way towards more sustainability in the energy domain
• Contributing to the competitiveness of the EU and thus, job preservation and creation
• Helping to meet societal challenges, with a focus on the project’s impact on environmental
aspects

3.1.

Description of planned tools and activities

HESTIA will use multiple state-of-the-art tools and channels, creating overall awareness on issuesrelated to smart energy
services, demand flexibility, optimal energy dispatch, exploitation of RES, and energy efficiency, as well as regarding the
HESTIA solution in general. These tool and channels can be classified according to two types of communication flows, some being
one-way exchange and others two-wayexchange communication. Unidirectional tools and channels are those are intended
to Inform and promote the project and its results. The bidirectional tools and channels are those that thanks to its format
allow us to Interact & Engage with HESTIA target audiences. We proceed to present the HESTIA tools and channels
according to this classification.

3.1.1.

Project Identity Kit

In order to achieve a uniform design of a visual project identity, logos, images, banners and document templates have been
developed during the first months of the project. The HESTIA's visual identity and imagery has been inspired by the project’s
differentiating market, technological and social approach and the concepts of: (1) An efficient management and use of
energy, Renewable Energy Sources (RES), Energy Storage, Sustainability and Environment, (2) ICT platform and Smart
Grid, (3) The focus onresidential areas and the potential of user engagement and community energy management strategy
and finally (4) the future replication on the HESTIA Solution in other new residential areas.
The visual identity has been summed up in a Branding Guidelines manual that was shared with partner at the beginning of
the project for the correct use of the visual identity to guarantee its consistency during the project’s lifespan. Examples of
the project logo are shown below, and the Brand Guidelines can be found as an annex within Deliverable D8.2, which is
delivered together with this Plan in M6.
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Figure 3.1 - Project logos in different plain, annotated, vertical and horizontal formats

Together with the project logo or any other graphical identity elements, HESTIA will comply with article 29.4 and 38.1 from
the H2020 General Model Grant Agreement and include in all communication and dissemination actions as well in
any infrastructure, equipment or major results, the following acknowledgement sentences in order to highlight
the support and funding received by the European Union’s, as well as including the European emblem.
For communication activities:
“The HESTIA Holistic dEmand response Services for European residenTIAl communities” project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement number957823”.

For infrastructure, equipment and major results:
“This [infrastructure][equipment][insert type of result] is part of the HESTIA project that has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020, under grant agreement number 957823”.

3.1.2.

Project brochure and poster

The project has planned the elaboration of a brochure. A first version with key project public informationto be delivered at the
beginning of the project. The project plans to print 2.000 copies that will bedistributed by project partner participating in
different events. Once first project results are obtained, and further progress in terms of the technological development of
HESTIA, an updated version will be elaborated in the second half of the project (further 2.000 copies will be also printed).
The first versionof this brochure and for the project poster are presented in Deliverable D8.2.

3.1.3.

Online/printed press releases in English at European level

Different Press Release will be elaborated and published targeted general and specialized media. Thestyle and content of
these Press Releases (PR) are planned as follows:
1st PR:
Published shortly after project start to raise awareness within the widest audience, thechallenges it
addresses, its main objectives and partners involved.
2nd PR: At project midterm to inform on first achievements and tangible benefits.
3rd PR: Before the project main outreach event.
4th PR: And at project end or shortly after it to promote project results as providing solutions to fundamental challenges.
The press releases will be replicated in languages of the consortium countries at regional/national level, to leverage
project coverage by reaching out to non-English speaking audiences. A copy of the 1st press release launched at the beginning
of the project, can be found in Deliverable D8.2.

3.1.4.

Public factsheets and electronic newsletters

HESTIA will start producing the factsheets and newsletters about the project and its scope startingfrom M12. Further
issues will be provided for major results and milestones. Both factsheets and newsletters design will be based in the
logo, brand guidelines, graphics and imagery developed by the project. The content on these will be carefully elaborated and
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will be targeted for directly reaching the relevant audiences. For the structural format of the newsletter, the project will
be using a built-inservice available within the project website interface. An example of this customizable tool is presented
within Deliverable D8.2.

3.1.5.

Project video

HESTIA will also discuss the possibility of a joint video with its sister projects financed under the same topic, in order to
increase synergies in both terms of costs and impact. The videos should remain as non-technical and self-explicative as
possible in order to reach the widest audience.

3.1.6.

Digital info-pack

For stakeholders wishing to inform themselves and their communities about the challenges and benefits of smart
energy services provided by HESTIA. It will be mainly based on infographics to reach out to a broader audience and will target
in particular local/regional authorities and public services by promoting HESTIA findings. The digital info-pack will be a useful
tool not only for project partners butalso as a reference for the “user-engagement kit” that project advocates appointed at
each pilot sites will use, the idea of these tool is to make more efficient the promotion of the project activities and its results.

3.1.7.

News and other publications

CLDI will manage the generation of publishable content and information based on:
•
•
•

The project, goals, specific objectives and planned activities to be conducted
The evolution of the project and results obtained
The interaction with other projects and stakeholders

•

The relevance of novelties, changes in market regulation and policies, sector developments andevolutions that may
have an effect on the project
General society, industry or social facts and events that are aligned with the project vision and mission.

•

Depending on content or information, a specific set of communication tools will be activated, being web news, social media
posts, content to be included in the project newsletter, etc. The schedule or regularity of these publishable content may
vary based on its category on time of production, likeevents or milestones that are important to publicly promote and
disseminate. Relevant WP meetings, project’s General Assemblies, will be good opportunities to have an overview of the
overall projectevolution and anticipate these achievements and the corresponding communication actions.
In order to generate a regular flow of content, to avoid periods where there could be lack of informationor when there are
no major events, the plan has defined a collaborative “new publication activity”shared among all partners. HESTIA is
36 months long and the objectives will be reached by: 1 WP forpilot site technical characterization, consumer behaviour
analysis and identify demonstration scenarios; 1 WP on user engagement process and participatory design processes,
2 WPs on Digital Twin, analytical services and DR modelling, 1 WP for platform integration and deployment, 1 WP on
establishing the open flexibility marketplace, 1 validation and exploitation WP, 1 dissemination and cooperation WP, and
the project management WP. Communication deals with all work packages so the generation of content is also a
responsibility of all partners. This is why, thanks to each partner’srole as WP or Task Leaders, the plan has scheduled a
calendar of news to be generated by each partner based on their project activities, results obtained, relevant
participation in events or scientific publications accepted in peer-reviewed journals. A first proposal for this calendar is
shown below.
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Table 3.2 – Scheduled calendar for Partner’s news publication

The above table represents one publication per partner during the 36 months duration of the project, and at the same time
these publications will activate a chain of social media actions that will also be beneficial. The number of news/articles can
be increased by each partner’s own initiative, for instance when partners are submitting a public deliverable under their
responsibilities, but this way the plan ensures a constant information generation process that will contribute to creating
interest and engagement among the targeted target audiences, new subscribers and summary content to be included
in our e-newsletter. The consecutive order outlined above can be modified according to the work carried by each partner
within their WP task, therefore is a flexible document than can be adapted.
A second level of analysis and planning that can be activated, in order to constant generation flow, is to identify the months
with low communication activity. For instance, the above table can be complemented with the chronological publication
of each partners public deliverables. This way the table can show us two different types of relevant information, on one side
those months where there would not be any planned “news” release (indicated in red in the following table), and on the
other to understand which partner is holding a high project activity or communication task workload. By crossing this
information, it allows to modify the communication efforts assigned to a specific partner and identifying those with low
workload that can be requested to contribute instead (marked in light orange in the table).
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Table 3.3 – Analysis table to monitor and organize content generation flow

In addition to the news to be generated by each partner, the communication team will identify relevant International,
European, national, and local celebration days or years. This could be an efficient communication trigger that will also
allow increasing the flow of content generated and programminga series of communication actions for the whole project.
These specific days, weeks, years, or periods of time will be incorporated in the above schedule in order to involve
all partners in these communication actions. For these types of actions, we will align the project messages to the specific
events, identify the target audiences we want to involve or to whom it might be addressed, use thespecific date social
hashtags and links in order to gain visibility and create awareness about HESTIA.
The occasions shown are just possible examples of these type of events or dates:
Event / Occasion

Date

Frequency

Justification / Source / Link

WORLD ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAY

5TH March

Yearly

https://energyefficiencyday.org

GLOBAL DAY OF CLIMATE ACTION

25th Sept

Yearly

https://fridaysforfuture.org/september25

EU Energy Day

Changing

Yearly

https://bit.ly/3e2DC53

YOUTH CLIMATE ACTION DAY

5th Dec

Yearly

https://climateactionday.org

Table 3.4 – List of possible celebration occasion to incorporate to our communication activity

A complete set of tables for the aforementioned actions will be developed in order to monitor and keepchronological track of the
generation of content and involved partners.

3.1.8.

Project Public Website

The HESTIA webpage is the main element of contact, communication and dissemination. The project domain and URL are
www.hestia-eu.com and its associated email contact is info@hestia-eu.com.
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Figure 3.5 – Screenshot of the HESTIA Web page

The design and colours used within the web are aligned with the Logo and project brand guidelines; graphical designs,
pictures and figures are connected to the project challenges, its goals, objectives andactivities and are intended to create
interest, engagement and trigger the curiosity and participation ofweb visitors.
The structure of the webpage has been organized in order to make a clear and efficient presentationof the project. The
main web sections developed at this stage are:
HOME PAGE
YOUR ROLE

>

METHODOLOGY
>

NEWS & EVENTS

>

PARTNERS
>

RESOURCES

>

PILOTS
> and CONTACT AREA
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>

HOME PAGE
The Home Page has a vertical navigation format that is designed to offer visitors a quick landing in the HESTIA project, including
different categories of information, describe as follows:
•

A brief description of the project, the general objectives and the HESTIA
proposed solution.

•

An area introducing the concept of “Demand Response” and
connecting it to the “End-User” role in the project.
A list of the different project expected impacts in different areas, like:
Economic, Technological, Environmental, Policy, andSocial, together with the
project logo.
A branded customized map of the three pilot sites where HESTIA will be
deployed and tested.
A drop-down list presentation of the Innovation methodologyto be used in
HESTIA
Finally, the project consortium as a whole, presented togetherwith the
collaboration with the BRIDGE Initiative.

•

•
•
•

Most of these areas gives access by clicking on them to the rest
of web’s sections.
A full description of the web and its different section is reported in
Deliverable D8.2 “HESTIA website and baseline communication
material”.

Figure 3.6 – Full vertical screenshot of the HESTIA website home page

3.1.9.

Project Social Media Accounts

The use of social media is necessary in order to establish and maintain public engagement with HESTIA,this is why the online
presence of the project has been complemented in platforms like LinkedIn and Twitter. The specific objectives of this
platforms are to build up a project community and increase interaction and engagement around the various aspects and
issues related to residential communities becoming more energy sustainable. The project accounts will interact within
and outside the project consortium, as it will not only connect with stakeholders, H2020 projects, end-user
communitiesand individuals; but it will also generate a cooperative reinforcement of the project messages in order to
create awareness in a collaborative and committed way. Social media campaigns will be launched and boosted via promotion
to raise awareness. The rationale behind having social media accounts is even more justified due to the current pandemic
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situation as it motivates defining a more efficient and strategic campaign in order to reach our target audiences. A full
description of the project social mediaaccounts is reported in Deliverable D8.2.
As part of the communication strategy a basic “Twitter beginners’ guideline” has been elaborated in order to allow partners
not familiar with social media to start in this process and participate in theproject communication actions. This guideline
and tip list is included at the end of the annexes section.

3.1.10.

HESTIA Participatory Workshops

As part of T2.2 “Inclusive and participatory DR solution design processes”, Hestia will run 1-2 workshops at each pilot
site in August-September 2021. These will be participatory workshops aimed at developing visions and scenarios for
household DR practices, based on the current everyday practiceof the participating households, and they will implement codesign processes for the development of the digital platform of HESTIA. Issues and processes that can be undertaken through
the participatory workshops include different ways of brainstorming ideas for DR, the development of a common vision for
the local energy community, developing prototypes for a DR interface and encouraging the development of an active
energy community of practice. The workshops will involve HESTIA researchers and invited local citizens from the pilot
sites. HESTIA will dedicate its communication toolsand channels in order to maximize participation, reaching the targeted
audience, and the impact of these workshops, although we will also take into consideration the possible constrains because
of the current pandemic. It is uncertain at this stage of the project whether there will a chance of runningface-to-face
workshops. However, alternative virtual workshops can take place in the event of COVID-19 restrictions.

3.1.11.

HESTIA followers

HESTIA will leverage and train the local follower communities to become advocates and boosting the replication of the
project locally. These communities will closely follow project developments and will be provided with a “user engagement
kit” and a set of recommendations for replicating HESTIA. With the help of HESTIA partners, they will become a conduit
for raising awareness and post-project replication. These advocates will act as ambassadors of the project, and the idea
is to references that contribute to the engagement of user in each single pilot site. The project will define different types of
activities where these agents can interact, and it is planned to count with them in order to participate in local workshops
at pilot sites.

3.2.

Communication Key Performance Indicators

The following are the project Key Performance Indicator set at the beginning of the project in relation to the Communication
tools and activities. Its achievement will be monitored regularly by WP8 andreviewed during each reporting period in
order to measure possible mitigation actions.

Inform and promote

Type

Communication channels and activities

KPIs (to be reviewed by M18)

Project identity kit (including project branding, poster,
templates and guidelines for partners)

1 project identity kit

Project brochure (v1 and v2)

>2.000 copies to be distributed

Online/printed press releases in English at European
level

4+ press releases in English, and in
languages of consortium countries

Public factsheets and electronic newsletters

3 factsheets & 5 newsletters,
> 50 subscribers
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Interact & Engage

A project video

1+ video having hundreds of viewers

A digital info-pack for stakeholders

1 general info- pack produced between
M12- M18.

A public website

More than 100 visits per month; at least
1 interactive quiz

Social media accounts

Social media with at least 500 followers /
contacts each

HESTIA public-participatory workshops at pilot sites

At least 3 pilot public workshops

HESTIA followers (HESTIA advocates trained and provided with a
“user engagement kit” and a set of

At least 3 followers performing localworkshops

recommendations for replicating HESTIA)

Figure 3.7 – HESTIA Communication Key Performance Indicators
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4. HESTIA DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS
4.1.

Dissemination Channels and Activities

To achieve the project objectives and reach the target audiences, the partners will use a set of dissemination channels
and implement tailored actions in compatibility with the IP protection measures and GDPR. The project partners will
also act in accordance with their commitment witharticles agreed within the project signed Consortium Agreement, in
regard to Dissemination of Own Results (Section 8.4 and subsections). Two main types of approaches have been defined in
order to conduct the activities. First, those focused on Disseminating and Transferring the knowledge and results
generated by HESTIA. And second, those with a stronger focus on Developing a strongcommunity around HESTIA
at many levels and related to the target audiences identified by the project.
The target audiences we are referring to, are those already identified and outlined in section 2.1.2, whichrepresents actors or
agents that may use the results in their own work, including peer groups, industry, professional organisations, policy makers.
Based on the aforementioned classification of approaches, the following sections presents the different activities, scenarios
and also elements with which or where theproject plan to disseminate its project results and interact with target audiences.

4.1.1.

Knowledge and Results Transfer Activities

4.1.1.1.

Project Deliverables

Deliverables are one of the main elements for the dissemination of project results. The dissemination level of the different
deliverables allows either public use of its contents or confidential access to constrain itsuse within the framework of the project
activities. The table below includes all the project deliverables witha PUBLIC dissemination level, that will be submitted to the
European commission, all of them will be madepublicly available onto the project website resources area in order to spread the
project activities and resultsand disseminate knowledge as widely as possible, complementary promotional actions will be
madethrough our social media channels. The deliverables are shown in chronological order, which is in line to theprogress of the
project developments according to the phases introduced at the beginning of thisdocument.

Deliverable Title

Del.

WP

No.

Lead

Type

Partner

D2.1

Criteria & guidelines for user recruitment and
engagement

WP2

D1.1

Pilot characterization and associated regulatory
framework

WP1

D1.2

Energy-related user profiles and potential energy
efficiency options
Dissemination and communication plan

D81
D8.2
D1.3
D2.2
D5.1

HESTIA website and baseline communication
material
Pilot specific demonstration scenarios
Participatory design recommendations and user
engagement strategy
HESTIA deployment plan

8 - AAU

Dissemination
level

Due Date
(Months)

Report

Public

4

3 - EDF

Report

Public

6

WP1

8 - AAU

Report

Public

6

WP8
WP8

19 - CLDI
19 - CLDI

Report
Report

Public.
Public

6
6

WP1
WP2

3 - EDF
8 - AAU

Report
Report

Public
Public

9
12

WP5

15 - GRB

Report

Public

12
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D2.3

Proof-of-concept for user-centred DR initiatives

WP2

13 - ALB

Report

Public

17

D5.2
D8.3

Deployment activities report

WP5
WP8

15 - GRB
5 - R2M

Report
Report

Public
Public

18
18

WP2
WP7
WP4
WP5

9 - ILECO
13 - ALB
4 - AIT
12 - IMP

Report
Report
Report
Report

Public
Public
Public
Public

22
22
24
24

WP6
WP3
WP4
WP4
WP2
WP5
WP6
WP6

9 - ILECO
4 - AIT
12 - IMP
5 - R2M
9 - ILECO
13 - ALB
9 - ILECO
15 - GRB

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

24
27
27
27
30
30
30
30

WP6
WP2

1 - SNL
10 - DW

Report
Report

Public
Public

30
36

WP7
WP7
WP7
WP8

2 - AXPO
10 - DW
8 - AAU
5 - R2M

Report
Report
Report
Report

Public
Public
Public
Public

36
36
36
36

WP8
WP8

19 - CLDI
1 - SNL

Report
Report

Public
Public

36
36

WP8

15 - GRB

Report

Public

36

D2.4
D7.1
D4.1
D5.3
D6.1
D3.3
D4.2
D4.5
D2.5
D5.5
D6.3
D6.4
D6.5
D2.6
D7.2
D7.3
D7.4
D8.4
D8.5
D8.6
D8.7

Clustering and cooperation on cross- cutting issues
- interim
Personal energy management assistant - interim
HESTIA validation methodology
Agent-based ICT platform for cooperative DR
HESTIA communication middleware and
interoperability
Open flexibility marketplace
Consumer behaviour profiling service
Integrative energy dispatching optimisation
Reduced-order building models
Personal energy management assistant - final
Semantic data model and smart-grid connectivity
Performance verification and benchmarking service
Automated DR settlement and remuneration
procedures
Financial schemes and contractual guidelines
DR practice interventions and technology
acceptance
Validation analysis of demonstration scenarios
User experience assessment
HESTIA impact assessment and lessons learnt
Clustering and cooperation on cross- cutting issues
- final
Best practices exchange strategy
Legislation framework and adoption barriers
(BRIDGE initiative)
Standardization activities of HESTIA

Table 4.1 – List of all project Public Deliverables

4.1.1.2.

Open Access scientific, industrial publications in international peer-reviewedjournals

Scientific publications in journals are one of the most important elements in order to promote andshare results and
methodologies produced within the framework of European Research projects. HESTIA activities will be generating a
considerable number of scientific publications and academic articles which will be deposited and disseminated in the
project web portal. In addition to maximize theimpact of the articles and publications, project partner will submit their works
to recognized Scientific Journals and publications, especially in gold access with Impact Factor, in self-archiving green access
with repositories listed in https://zenodo.org or in others already used by the consortium members.
Potential journals have already been identified, considering the most appropriate ones according to the consortium’s
previous experience: some examples of these journals are e.g., Journal of Cleaner Production, Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews, Energy Conversion and Management, Energy Policy, Energy and Buildings, Energy Efficiency,
and IEEE Transactions on Smart Grids; as well as EnergyDigital, Power Magazine and Energy Focus targeting at
industrial publications. An excel spreadsheet with a list of all targeted journals will be set within the project SharePoint,
with specific details of the type of journals, scientific areas covered, impact factor, conditions, links and accessdetails
for submission, etc.
For open access publishing, only journals with impact factor will be considered. In this line, HESTIA will also promote within
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project partner the use of the recently launched free-of-charge Open Accesspublishing service as part of the Open
Research Europe initiative, developed by the EuropeanCommission. A publishing service for all Horizon 2020 and
Horizon Europe beneficiaries and now open for accepting submissions in all fields of research. The publishing platform is
accessible through this link https://open-research-europe.ec.europa.eu/ and it brings many advantages for the
publication and dissemination processes of project results.
Benefits for Researchers
•
•
•

Optional service with no author fees, no administrative burden and automatic compliance withopen access
requirements.
Submissions published rapidly as preprints after a set of thorough prepublication checks.
Transparent peer-review: authors suggest appropriate reviewers and engage in an open andpublic dialogue
with their peers.

Benefits for Research
•

Rapid open access publication enables others to build upon new ideas right away, whereverand whoever
they are.

•
•

Removes obstacles to collaborative research through data sharing, transparency andattribution.
Shifts the way research and researchers are evaluated by supporting research assessmentbased on the
intrinsic value of the research rather than the venue of publication.

Benefits for Society
•
•
•

Maximises the value and impact of Horizon 2020 projects by enabling publication of all aspectsof Commission
funded research.
Makes research results fully open access, freely available and fully text and data minable forresearchers as
well as citizens.
Accelerates the progress of research meaning new insights, innovations and treatmentsbecome available
to those who need them more rapidly.

All types of research can be published: articles, data sets, null results, protocols, case reports, incremental findings and
more. All these features offer a viable, safe and transparent alternative Open Science approach to publishing in a journal.
The platform is operated provides both the publishinginfrastructure and the editorial services, in partnership with
several organizations (Eurodoc - TheEuropean Council of Doctoral Candidates and Junior Researcher, Brussels, B; the
Global Young Academy, Halle, DE; and LIBER Europe – the Europe's Research Library Network, The Hague, NL). A
Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) with experts on several domains will assure the highest possible levelof quality along the
Publishing Process. In summary , this new instrument is aligned with the project Dissemination strategy in this Plan and
with the objective of ensuring open access (free of charge,online access for any user) to all peer-reviewed scientific
publications relating to the HESTIA results. It also complies with the principles declared within the project’s Data
Management Plan (D9.3) elaborated in WP9.

4.1.1.3.

Participation in exhibitions, scientific conferences, workshops, or industrialEvents

Exhibitions, conferences and industrial events are optimal scenarios where HESTIA can (i) present and showcase the project
activities, (ii) exchange and transfer the knowledge and results generated, (ii) network and collaborate with
stakeholders and other similar or complementary projects. Different types of events will be identified by project
partners in order to evaluate HESTIA participation, and a template like the one shown below with some events already
identified, will be used and stored within the project SharePoint.
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Event / Occasion

Date

Location

Theme / Topics

Target Audiences

EEE PES Innovative Smart
Grid Technologies (ISGT)
Confer. Europe

18-21
Oct 2021

/ Format
Finland
Smart Grid, Energy Market Digitization, ICT
Technologies, Energy transition

ICREN International
Conference on Renewable
Energy

TBC

ONLINE

Renewable Energy technologies, Energy
storage concepts and materials, Energy
integrations & networks, Innovation in energy
efficiency and architecture, Energy access,
Economics, Social, Environmental and Policy
aspects, Energy & climate change

Industry &
Academia,
policy makers,
and general
public

Electrical Energy Storage
(EES) Europe Conference

July 21–
23, 2021

Munich
Germany

Renewable Energy technologies, Energy storage,
Energy integrations & networks,Energy access

Industry &
Academia

ENLIT Europe - Formerly
European Utility Week and
POWERGEN Europe

30 Nov –
2 Dec
2021

Milan,
Italy
ONLINE

Energy Transition, electricity, gas, heat, cooling
and transportation. Energy businessdevelopment
and market up-take. network

Industry &
Academia, EU
projects, Eur.
Comm. & policy
makers

IEEE PES PowerTech

June 28–
July 2nd,
2021

Madrid,
Spain /
ONLINE

Industry & Academia

Industry &
Academia

Sustainable Places

October

ONLINE

Circular Economy, Digital Twins, BIPV– Buildings
Integrated Photovoltaics, LocalEnergy
Communities, Sustainable Digital
Infrastructure.

Industry,
Academia,
Media, Citizens
and Society

Industry &
Academia

Table 4.2 – List of Events of interest for HESTIA participation

A constant monitoring of target events will be carried by the communication team and the updateshared in the regular
communication meetings. All partners will contribute to populate the shared list of events, informing about their scope,
opportunities and activities to promote HESTIA. When decided to take part or participate in different events, the team will
be in charge of gathering the necessaryinformation, double check the conditions and requirements generated by the COVID
Pandemic in orderto ensure project members health security.

4.1.1.4.

Best practice exchange and methodology workshops

Whenever possible, experiencing the project first-hand will be the preferred approach with the groups that have been
identified as particularly relevant stakeholders for the project. HESTIA has planned the organization of workshops that will
be made in close collaboration with Task 8.1, as dissemination of best practices will be conducted through the traditional
channels developed within that task (e.g., web pages, brochures, newsletters, conferences, workshops, e-seminars, etc.).
The objective is to disseminate the results of the project on thematic events, conferences and workshops, or industrial
exhibitions, during and after the project, while engaging the consortium members in best-practice exchange and
methodology workshops. HESTIA will reach for potentialstakeholders starting from the residential communities, energy
providers and demand aggregators, while raising the awareness about the best practices and lessons learnt. As mentioned,
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this does not require separate events but can be organized as part of ICT events and sponsored conferences, E2B workshops,
(i.e., at Smart City Expo, GENERA, Sustainable Places and similar). Both participation at workshops/events, and organization
of the HESTIA workshops, will also ensure the bi-directional flow of communication between the project consortium and the
community itself.
It is planned to organise at least 3 best practice exchange and methodology workshops during the project to open
the discussion with local and national stakeholders in pilot site countries. Thespecific objectives of these
workshops are:
(i) Share with different stakeholders the project objectives and specific results achieved.
(ii) Develop business models applicable to the further exploitation of the results.
(iii) Define potential supporting measures to extend the use of the project results.

It is from these kinds of events that the partners, also by leveraging their extensive network, can extract useful
information that can be summarized in specific guidelines for the development of business models, exploitation, find
new financing opportunities to be triggered beyond the project, andassure replication plans (through the activities carried
within tasks T7.5 “Exploitation strategy and IPR management”& T7.6 ”Products, services and supporting business model
definition”), to all relevantprivate and public organizations identified by the consortium members.

4.1.1.5.

HESTIA main outreach event

HESTIA will organize the main project exhibition, possibly in the frame of an international scientific, industrial, policy-related,
or a similar commercial event, or as a joint activity with related projects. This event will be of maximum relevance as the
opportunity to present most of the results and objective achievedduring the project. The Consortium members have extensive
experience in organizing such events and a number of success stories. Partner R2M, for instance, has already successfully
organized the Sustainable Places Conference (www.sustainableplaces.eu) for 4 years, one of the leading conference events in
energy domain, with more than 150 people attending on average. The final date for this event will be decided in a future
stage, and the project CM and project coordinator will inform and invite the European Commission / Agency in advance
to get its support on sharing the project results, and also to helpachieving a major media impact.

4.1.2. Community Strengthening Activities
4.1.2.1.

Coordination on policy related issues and obstacles to innovation (BRIDGE)

Since the beginning of the project HESTIA will seek and generate opportunities to discuss cross- fertilisation and joint
activities using synergies, to maximise their impact in common areas, activities, roadmap and network. This is why HESTIA
has allocated 2.3% of resources to analysis on policy relevantissues and obstacle to innovation under the BRIDGE initiative
and will be dedicated to cooperation withrelated H2020 projects, such as PLATOON (DT-ICT-11), PARITY (LC-SC3-ES-1),
AmBIENCe (LC-SC3-EE-13) and InterConnect (DT-ICT-10).
The communication activities and possible cooperation with the aforementioned projects or additional ones that HESTIA will
identify as beneficial for the project purposes, are meant to start from Month 7. In any case thanks to activities carried within
the first 6 months, the project has already advanced someactions within task T8.2 "Cooperation and clustering associated
with cross-cutting issues". R2M and the partners involved in the WP have started to define a strategy to fruitfully create
synergies with other national and European projects involved in the same topic area. The first screening of the
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potential cooperation was possible thanks to the existing network of the HESTIA partners (who targeted already known
projects in the energy community’s environment) and thanks to the General Assembly of BRIDGE, the European initiative
(February 2021). The presented projects that have themost in common with HESTIA were targeted and an initial
contact was made with the coordinator/communication responsible. In this way, we ensure that from the beginning of
the project,the willingness of the HESTIA partners to collaborate and learn from other organizations in the field is one
strength point of the consortium. At the moment, the foreseen activities that are being proposed include events
organization, open access deliverable exchange, publications collaboration, brainstorming on common issues, etc. To
this aim, an initial document that includes the contact points,the activities performed, and the events organized has been
shared with the HESTIA partners in the common SharePoint, in order to take record of all the actions developed with
other projects during HESTIA duration.

4.1.2.2.

Cooperation and joint research with related H2020 projects (LC-SC3-ES-5)

Letters of Support and interest have already been received in order to initiate cooperation with specific projects like
INTERRFACE and CoordiNet projects (funded under LC-SC3-ES-5) for the research work associated with cross-cutting issues
(across WP8) and to respect the insights and challenge approach from the grid perspective (with a 5.3% of allocated
resources) and raise awareness in the BRIDGE initiative. The results of these projects will be directly exploited as part of
HESTIA R&D activities (e.g., in WP4, WP5, WP6).

4.1.2.3.

Clustering with related initiatives and Multipliers Briefings

Collaboration activities with related initiatives, such as Smart Energy Europe (SmartEN), and European Association of Energy
Services Companies (eu.esco) will be considered. Another important element is Multipliers briefings e.g., at events such as
e.g. Smart Grids EU DSO Association and Energy-efficient Buildings, European Utility Week, Smart Homes, CeBIT, ECTP
conference, etc. HESTIA will leverage expert group meetings to organize knowledge exchange and trainings with
stakeholders from pilotsite countries and EU (energy industry, SMEs, academia, etc.). Some of these initiatives have already
been targeted in section 4.1.1.3. Meetings will be organized with regional and EU stakeholders topresent the pilot
sites and deployed system, and to further disseminate acquired theoretical knowledge and “know-how”. Thematic
meetings will be organized with targeted industry clusters to facilitate cooperation with stakeholders following replication
plans of HESTIA. The above activities, once defined, will be incorporated in the Communication and Dissemination roadmap,
as well as the timing and the partners responsible for their implementation.

4.1.2.4.

Dialogue on standardisation with Technical Committees (TC) & Working Groups(WG)

HESTIA envisions to contribute to existing or emerging standardization efforts related to smart grid integration and
interoperability, for instance considering follow-up activities to CEN-CLC-ETSI Smart Grid Mandate M/490, or the work
carried by the Coordination Group on Smart Energy Grids (CG-SEG) and the Clean Energy Package Working group. CEN is
the European Committee for Standardization, and CENELEC specifically is the European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization which isresponsible for the standardization in the electrotechnical engineering field. The joint activity of
these two entities is relevant for HESTIA, as it prepares voluntary standards, which help facilitate trade between
countries, create new markets, cut compliance costs and support the development of a Single European Market.
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4.2. Dissemination Key Performance Indicators
The following are the project Key Performance Indicator set at the beginning of the project in relation to the Dissemination
activities and channels. Its achievement will be monitored regularly by WP8 and reviewed during each reporting period in
order to measure possible mitigation actions.

Community strengthening

Dissemination channels and activities
Open access scientific and industrial publications in
international peer-reviewed journals:

transfer

Knowledge and results

Type

KPIs (to be reviewed by M18)
At least 3 scientific & 3 industrial publications in
green or gold access

Participation in exhibitions, scientific conferences,
workshops, or industrial events

Participation in at least 6 events

HESTIA dedicated workshops with potential endusers:
HESTIA main outreach event

At least 3 workshops with at least 20
participants each
At least 50 participants of event

Coordination on policy related issues and obstacles to
innovation (BRIDGE)

Organization of 1 joint meeting per year;
dedicated task (Task 8.2)

Cooperation and joint research with related H2020
projects (LC-SC3-ES-5)
Clustering with related initiatives such as Smart Energy Europe
(SmartEn) and European Association
of Energy Services Companies (eu. esco)

Cooperation with 1+ project, dedicated
WP8

Multipliers briefings: e.g., at events such as e.g., SmartGrids EU
DSO Association and Energy-efficient Buildings, European Utility
Week, Smart Homes,
CeBIT, ECTP conference, etc.

At least 3 meetings or presentations atprimary
events

Dialogue on standardization with Technical
Committees (TC) and Working Groups (WG)

3+ meetings with TC or WG members

Participation in 1+ event/year

Figure 4.3 – HESTIA Dissemination Key Performance Indicators
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5. RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGACION MEASURES
As outlined within the Communication and Dissemination Strategy there could be risks and unexpectedfacts that could affect
and jeopardize the evolution of the communication and dissemination activities within and outside the project. Some of
these possibilities are, as already mentioned, low visibility of the project, difficulties to engage stakeholders or low
participation in project events. Is in this regard that the CM, together with the whole Communication team and the
Project Coordinator will be constantly monitoring the performance of the project activities and actions, but we must
incorporatea higher level of efficiency or accuracy due to the current context of uncertainty that all physical activities
and events are suffering due to the COVID pandemic and its ramifications in different aspects of our every day’s personal and
business life, countries, markets, and society. These ramifications can affect HESTIA in relation to the quantity and quality of
project meetings, attendance to conference and events, organization of workshops and demonstration scenarios,
and subsequently theCommunication and Dissemination of the project.
Therefore, the project communication team will be adopting an Adaptation Strategy, which will focus on monitoring and
reporting, during each Communication Team’s meeting, the status of the health & safety measures, the travel conditions,
and the feedback received regarding the final format and organization the different activities and events planned. Based
on this exchange of information and the consensus reached within the consortium debates, HESTIA will be revaluation the
risks, defining and implementing changes, corrections and mitigation measures, and taking decisions in the form of solutions
to be able to achieve the communication and dissemination objectives and the defined KPIs, or alternatively reviewing them
in accordance with the challenges and situations to be faced.
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6. ANNEXES
6.1.

ANNEX I - TWITTER Basic Steps Guidelines

WHY USE TWITTER?

•

Twitter, a social networking platform where users interact with one another with short messages called tweets,
enables sharing content quickly and effortlessly.

•

Twitter makes it easier to keep track of news and trends that might be relevant to your projects.

•

Similarly, to other social media platforms, Twitter can give your projects or initiatives additional visibility and support
– if people know about your project, they might also visit your website, joinyour events etc.

HOW TO GET STARTED?

•

If you want to tweet, retweet or like discussions, you must create a personal user account.

•

Tweets cannot exceed 280 characters, which makes the discussions in Twitter short and to-the-point.

•

Visual elements (images, video clips and GIFs), tend to generally draw more attention thantweets consisting
of just text, so consider using them to your advantage.

•

By adding links to your tweets, you can share even more information to your followers. You canuse free
programmes, such as bitly.com, to shorten your links.

HOW TO CONNECT WITH OTHERS?

•

You need to use usernames (handles) of other Twitter users as well as hashtags (#) to link your
tweets with other users’ tweets and content.

•

You can target your tweets to people or organisations by either using their handle or taggingthem to your tweet
(note that tagging only works if you tweet an image). People you target get notified of your tweet and are thus more
likely to read and/or act on it.

•

Hashtags are small labels of content that they help you linking your content to other users’
similar content, make your tweets easier to find and give your project more visibility.

•

Hashtags are best when used in moderation: not every word should be a hashtag, but instead, choose
keywords that are the most relevant to your message.

•

Choosing the right hashtag is crucial but not always easy: using nouns, such as #energy, is just the start.

•

There are plenty of hashtags that can contribute to the visibility and awareness of HESTIA. The following are some
examples that partners can use: #Energyefficiency #energyservices #demandresponse #smartgrid
#energyconsumer
#UserEngagement
#digitaltwin
#H2020projects
#energystoragesystems
#Openmarketplace #communities #renewables #renewablesenergy #RES #solarpower #serviceproviders
#technology #research #innovation#HestiaEUproject or #HESTIAenergy

•

You can also search for specialised hashtags directly on Twitter: by checking the profile descriptions of relevant
institutions and organisations to find out which hashtags they use intheir communications or write your key words
directly on the Twitter search field and Twitter will confirm those more frequently used so you target your tweets to
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a more specialised audience.

•

Sometimes specific celebrations or events can also have their own official hashtags (e.g., #EUEnergyDay,
#enliteurope, #worldefficiencyday); by using them, your tweets and contenthave the potential to be seen by
users who are following also adhere or commit to the promotionof such celebrations or those following the official
event updates and discussions.

•

Twitter constantly monitors the most trending hashtags of the day – you can find them on your Twitter profile
page.

•

Your hashtags can include numbers, and they are not case sensitive, i.e., you do not need to worry about the
capitalization of the words.

•

However, using proper capitalisation in hashtags makes them more reader- friendly.

For further guidance on the use of twitter or HESTIA tweets/retweets: please contact ChristianMoscardi from Cluster
Digital de Catalunya at christian.moscardi@clusterdigital.cat.com.
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6.2.

ANNEX II - Communication Checklist for Partners

This section is a quick communication checklist or guideline addressed to all project partners in relationto their involvement
and responsibilities in the communication and dissemination activities.
In general
All partners are responsible for providing necessary information from their work to the WP8 leader for the website, enewsletter, social media, etc. The dissemination of results and communication ofprojects activities must be done in
an understandable way, which is better explained if developedcollaboratively, taking into consideration the targeted
audiences and counting with the cooperation of the rest of the partners. Get into the media mindset: understand to whom
the information is addressed,what is the challenge you are solving or the improvement you are generating. Partners are
also responsible for engaging their communication officers in national efforts to disseminate the produced knowledge,
results and processes of HESTIA to the target groups at the national level, and whererelevant, at the EU level. Please
make sure to communicate and disseminate all HESTIA related information by using the templates developed in WP8
and available in the project SharePoint, and also by including the project and the EU logo in the approved format also available.
Document your Work in HESTIA
It is important that all project partners document their work in HESTIA. For any type of documentation to be produced of all
communication activities, we refer partners to use the documents and templates provided in the SharePoint and to follow
the brand guidelines. These forms will help us keep good trackof all communication and dissemination activities, and it
will also facilitate your work when approaching the different reporting periods. In case of attending or participating in
physical or online events, workshops and conferences, remember to take pictures or screenshots and forward them to
the WP8 leader. In this way, we can ensure quality content and media to feed our communicationchannels, in an
updated and interesting way. When taking pictures, please notify the other participants about it and please obtain their
consent using if necessary.
Website
Present the HESTIA project within your institutional website and include links to the project website together with the URL
of our social media channels. Make sure that these sections are maintained andregularly update any additional sub-website
or related webpages.
E-newsletter
Forward, adapt or modify each newsletter to the different identified stakeholders (following the procedures
recommended by the WP8 leader) and be proactive on encouraging people to sign up.
Social media
Follow, like, share, re-post and retweet the HESTIA accounts and the different content published by HESTIA, with your
organization’s Twitter and LinkedIn accounts, and also with your private ones ifrelevant, especially if you use them for
work-related purposes. In case there is a specific departmentor staff in charge on managing your organizations channels,
make sure you involve them in the promotion of the HESTIA project.
General and specialized Media contacts
Make sure you target the project’s press releases at your national media and make good use them.Think global, act local!
Translate and adapt the English versions provided by CLDI to your local languageor for those generated by you ask for support
in case in case you require further details or information from other project partners. Whenever possible, involve national
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media in the activities conducted at EU, national or local level.
Communication and Dissemination to Policy Makers
Leverage on your own network or on the project stakeholder’s database in order to foster a frequent communication and
dissemination of results from the project to stakeholders and policy makers at each partners’ national level. Register these
dissemination activities regularly in order to monitor these actions and initiatives and share them with the WP leader or other
partner that might benefit.
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